
Dear Acting Administrator:

On behalf of the groups listed below, we submit these comments on the Interim Guidance Implementing Section 2 of the Executive Order of January 30, 2017, Titled “Reducing Regulation and Controlling Regulatory Costs.”

As the interim guidance implements the January 30, 2017 Executive Order, the authority to issue the interim guidance depends on the validity of the Executive Order. In the Executive Order, the President directs federal agencies to identify at least two existing regulations to be repealed for every new existing regulation promulgated. For fiscal year 2017, the Executive Order directs federal agencies to ensure that the total incremental costs from all new and repealed regulations is no greater than $0. For subsequent fiscal years, the Executive Order directs the Director of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) to place a dollar cap on incremental costs allowed for each agency in issuing new and repealing existing regulations. The Interim Guidance is directed at Section 2 of the Executive Order, the provisions that apply to the current fiscal year.

OMB should revoke the Interim Guidance because OMB lacks the authority to implement or impose any requirements pursuant to the Executive Order. OMB derives its legal authority from Congress or the President. Congress has not enacted legislation imposing regulatory budgets and essentially a regulatory cost trading program on federal agencies. While the President has issued the Executive Order purporting to do so, he lacks the constitutional authority to adopt such program.

Federal agencies issue regulations that have the effect of law pursuant to congressional delegation of authority. In the statutes delegating such authority, Congress has established goals such as providing health care for millions of Americans, protecting workers, fighting hunger, defending civil rights and voting rights, safeguarding our environment, ensuring the safety of food, drinking water, and medicine, promoting the integrity of financial institutions, and supporting public education. Moreover, it has set out the criteria to be applied by the agencies in adopting rules. Congress has also enacted the Administrative Procedure Act establishing rulemaking procedures that insist on transparency, opportunities for public input, and reasoned,
evidence-based decision-making. Agencies must adopt regulations based on the laws and rulemaking record for each regulation.

No statute authorizes agencies to trade one rule for one or more others based on costs to the private sector. In fact, where agencies consider costs, Congress has prescribed how costs may be considered and, where costs may be considered, balanced decision-making prohibits consideration of economic costs to the regulated industry without considering the public and economic benefits of the regulation.

The Executive Order superimposes a new rulemaking system onto all federal rulemaking. This system elevates costs to the regulated industry, indeed focuses solely on such costs, even though Congress made protecting people paramount in laws like the Occupational Safety and Health Act, the Food Quality Protection Act, and the Clean Air Act, and sought to further national goals of providing health coverage to millions of previously uninsured Americans in the Affordable Care Act and preventing abuse of women in the Violence Against Women Act.

Under the Constitution, the President lacks the authority to direct federal agencies to exceed their authority and violate the laws that give them their powers. Nor can the President unilaterally amend or override such laws or the laws that require fair, transparent, and reasoned rulemaking decisions. Amending laws is the purview of Congress under our constitutional system. The Executive Order is therefore in excess of the President’s authority and unlawful.

The Interim Guidance similarly exceeds the President’s and Executive Branch’s authority. It provides direction to agencies to apply the Executive Order’s requirements to their rulemakings this fiscal year. It identifies the applicable timeframe and which regulations are prohibited unless they offset costs by repealing two other regulations. It provides instructions on how to estimate regulatory costs and that which may be used to offset costs, and it directs agencies to “[f]ully offset the total incremental costs of such new significant regulatory action as of September 30, 2017.” Interim Guidance at 2.

By issuing the Interim Guidance, OMB is taking steps to put in place a regulatory cost trading system overseen by OMB. This system will unlawfully impose extensive burdens and costs on federal agencies. Beyond wasting taxpayer dollars, it will inexcusably delay, weaken, and jettison regulations that have been adopted to protect the public from toxic chemicals, harmful pollution, workplace hazards, consumer fraud, and safety hazards on our highways and railroads.

Like the Executive Order, the Interim Guidance exceeds presidential authority and is unconstitutional. As an officer of the United States, the Director of OMB has taken an oath to “support and defend the Constitution” and to faithfully discharge the duties of his office. See 5 U.S.C. § 3331. We ask you to uphold your solemn oath and withdraw the Interim Guidance.
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